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July 3, 2018 

Angela: This was our first meeting and we fleshed out our expectations for the orals doc and                 
how we want to work together. We decided to set a weekly 1 hour meeting to touch base                  
(barring next week when Angela is moving). We will finalize our collaborative work when we are                
together in person in Sydney for 4S. We decided to frame the “document” around the research                
process as a way to fit both of our project interests into one frame. James will probably focus                  
more on the political praxis side of the research process and I will probably focus more on the                  
data and fieldwork encounters. I plan to include a lot of feminist and indigenous scholarship and                
I think James will probably include more STS and anthro work.I already appreciate the              
collaborative genre for the orals doc becuase 1) it helps keep me on task; 2) it will be helpful to                    
reflect on the readings together and talk it out. However, James and I both agreed that this                 
format was only possible for us to work and collaborate on because we had the STS Across                 
Borders experience where we both got familiar with the PECE technology and learned how it               
works. So we don’t have much of a technical learning curve at this point and have the same                  
shared vocabulary about PECE (e.g. structured analytics, etc.). This is part of the key              
“infrastructure” for our collaboration to work. We also decided to keep track of some initial               
reflections on the process here in a google doc so that we can also include this as an artifact in                    
the exhibit and/or share it for future PhD students who might think about doing a similar type of                  
collaborative endeavour as part of their orals documents. 
 
James: 
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July 19, 2018 

Angela: This week James and I did some co-working online via Skype. We both hadn’t had                
enough time to do what we wanted to do so we used the meeting time to co-work. I have used                    
this techique with other students in the past as a way to move a project forward even a little. I                    
like it because you can chime in when you have a question. I find it helpful especially in the                   
beginning part of a collaboration because you have several logistics type questions like “where              
should this reading go” or “did you already put this one in?” that come up as you are trying to do                     
your own work as well. 
 
James: Collaboration is a practice. Though obvious, communication and consistency appear to            
be key elements in organizing a collaboration. The challenges of multitasking and working             
intermittently on multiple projects have become more salient but, given that we are both able to                
remind each other and hold each other accountable, they are also easier to handle. This project                
requires new documentation/record keeping habits, which I am still cultivating. Having primarily            
worked alone, I am not used to having to keep track of what I do in the same way. With multiple                     
contributors, it is more imperative to mark who has done what for credit purposes, but also just                 
to help keep track of the purpose of actions/artifacts and where/how to access/utilize them. It is                
also imperative to build out a system from the beginning, so that things do not get lost in the                   
shuffle as project components begin to multiply. 

As with any other creative project that I have been a part of, collaborative or otherwise,                
the start has been slow. In the initial stages, it’s always a struggle to clarify the vision of the                   
project outcome that is being pursued. I am of the position that the best way (or my preferred                  
way) is to just get started and figure it out as you go along (learning by doing). However,                  
especially in the case of collaborations, you need some sort of initial structure to keep everyone                
on the same page. Given our experience in STS AB, we attempted to develop our analytic                
structure through a set of standardized questions. But these questions have been relatively             
uninspired, given our low level of familiarity with the literature at this time. In our discussion, we                 
decided that these questions should suffice for initial readings, after which we can develop              
further, more insightful questions. But for next week, we are still inputting data (readings) and               
cleaning them up. Despite an underdeveloped timeline, we have been doing pretty well at              
breaking down a set of tasks to complete by our next meeting. And I believe that a clearer idea                   
of the longer term picture is in the making. 

July 26, 2018 

Angela: This week, James and I were super productive during what ended up being a 2.5 hour                 
meeting. We wrote out our design logics or what we decided to collaborate on collaboration and                
also why we decided to organize the document the way we did. We also drafted our analytic                 
questions and I think they are pretty solid! As we were doing them, we talked about how we                  
were actually doing what we are studying - i.e., establishing a shared vocabulary (“what do you                
mean by epistemologies; what do you mean by ethics?”, etc.) and also figuring out working               
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structure and process. It is very cool to be collaboratively doing the document on collaboration               
just because it offers an opportunity for meta-level reflections at all turns. And also helps us to                 
think about what we need to be including in how we are studying collaboration. As I mentioned                 
last week, one of the key things that has already helped us is having the shared experience and                  
structure from the STS Across Borders experience. That has allowed us to know how to use a                 
structured analytic, for example, to guide our work. It would be very tricky if one of us had the                   
experience and the other didn’t. Both of us having Kim as our advisor has also been helpful                 
because we do not have to get two separate advisors to agree to something. As long as we                  
both have her ok and are aligned with her, then we are ok to move forward. 
 
James: The goal of this week was to clarify and finalize our plans for engaging the diverse                 
literatures on collaboration. This was largely due to the fact that we had a meeting planned with                 
Kim Fortun, our shared advisor, to check in on the work we’ve been doing. Angela and I met for                   
a decent time period before our meeting with Kim so that we would enter the meeting with a                  
good idea of what we what we had to say and where we needed help. This made for a rather                    
productive meeting between the three of us. Kim shared a set of scales of analysis with us that                  
proved to be very helpful in thinking about our analytic structures for this document as well as                 
our own dissertation projects. This wasn’t the first time I had considered scale in regard to either                 
project, of course, but Kim’s analytic is not merely vertical (micro-meso-macro), but            
multidimensional (including meta, ecological, and dutero levels (among others)). Thinking along           
these multi-scalar, multidimensional lines enables a clear picture of what is meant by             
kaleidoscopics. Each question looks at the same object, but with another turn of the dial. Our                
document will apply these image-bending techniques to each stage of the collaborative            
research process: research design, data production/collection, data analysis, artifact production,          
dissemination, and utilization/practice. The end goal being to complicate, and open up our             
conception of collaboration, rather than attain some sort of comprehensive or otherwise            
“finalized” take on the subject.  
 
August 2, 2018 
Angela: Today James and I had a Zoom call for 3 hours (whew!). We recorded some of it that                   
we hope will be helpful for future students thinking about doing this kind of collaborative orals                
work. Most of the call was spent finalizing our structured analytic questions, figuring out how we                
are going to organize the document/essay and looking up works on collaboration outside of our               
fields. It is a LOT of extra work to do this kind of collaborative work but I enjoy having someone                    
to bounce ideas off of and it is so great to be able to think through this stuff and build a                     
vocabulary and rapport with someone. James will already have such a good idea of my project                
because he has gone through this with me. This kind of work makes the PhD journey much less                  
about a single solitary student thinking big thoughts with dead intellectuals and more about how               
to realistically piece together a project in today’s hyper saturated work of information (and make               
it have some future usable value). I would LOVE to see others able to use these orals docs in                   
the future once I am done and to give feedback on them. It feels like SUCH a waste that there                    
are 11 PhD students in my department and cohort alone who are each working through these                
literatures by themselves (and whose commitees are the only people who will give them              
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feedback on almost a year’s work!!). I hope this kind of more public engagement will make this                 
stuff feel more usable (and more worth all of this investment in time and energy). 
 
James: Today was all about translating multiple scales of fieldwork/research questions into an             
analytic structure for analyzing text. It’s not as straightforward as it may seem. Mostly, we tried                
to take questions that we might ask in the field and then altered them to assess the level to                   
which they had been addressed by the authors we are reading. Thus, our questions are all                
really leading up to a final question about “discursive risks,” where we will discuss whatever               
existing gaps there are in the literatures we collected/constructed.  

Over the course of generating these questions, the two of us would, at times, begin               
thinking about them differently and lose each other in the process. This may sound like an                
inconvenience and, indeed, it can feel like an exorbitant amount of explanation/clarification            
work, but this is also a plus. In having to show and explain my thought process, and also listen                   
to/interpret Angela’s, we are both forced to clarify our own thinking to a higher degree than we                 
would on our own. In other words, it prevents us from getting ahead of ourselves, from thinking                 
we have a good grasp of what we’re doing when we don’t. Thus, collaboration is indeed slower                 
and more confusing, but this also seems to engender an increased potential to produce a               
careful and clear analysis.  

Angela and I also discussed our own dispositions towards new ideas and concepts,             
coming to the conclusion that we are both (generally) easily excited and generous when              
presented with unfamiliar sets of ideas or scholarship. This is not to say that we are not willing                  
or able to engage in critique, more so that we find difference, novelty, and/or complexity               
refreshing rather than off putting or debilitating. We were also curious about how that relates to                
our penchant/shared interest in collaborating. At the very least, this commonality likely makes             
our own collaboration more enjoyable and (hopefully) more insightful and productive.  
 
August 9, 2018 
Angela: Today it felt like the last “we gotta figure out our collaboration infrastructure” chat. We                
finalized on the analytic structure - added one more on what the analysts thought were the “best                 
practices” and reminded ourselves that our discursive risks analysis would also look at what              
aspects of the research process are not thought about when thinking about “collaboration” in              
research. We agreed on our process of identifying which works from the 92 that we would more                 
closely annotate (we will each annotate 20 - 25 works). Our plan is to have all of this done (and                    
key initial ideas fleshed out within each research stage’s essay) before we leave for 4S in                
Sydney (in 2 weeks). Then we will jointly review our annotations together in person in Sydney                
and write our extended narrative (and link to the various annotations and works that we will                
have already done). It’s nice to have a good plan moving forward and I am just excited to see                   
how it comes together! From here on our the next weeks of our check in chats will be to touch                    
base about initial insights that we find emerging and to discuss and contrast them. 
 
James: Today was (hopefully) the end of logistics. I am excited to finally start having               
discussions of texts (that’s the fun part, right?). Last week we began reading and annotating to                
sort of test our questions and next week we plan to have a more in depth discussion of what we                    
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have been discovering through our readings so far. It’s definitely interesting to read these texts               
“collaboratively,” as I often find myself thinking “yup, definitely experienced that.” For instance, I              
could do a whole reflective analysis on our process using Star and Griesemer’s piece on               
boundary objects. In a sense what we have accomplished thus far has been the establishment               
of “standardized practices”to ensure that our data is collected in an appropriate and intelligible              
manner and developed “boundary objects” to facilitate our diverse readings of texts and uses of               
the PECE platform. Now, as we put them to use, we’ll see how well we prepared.  

August 16, 2018 

Angela: Time is closing in on us (especially me because I have to finish all three of my docs for                    
submission by Sept 4) but now that we (and I) have my querying “infrastructure” set, it feels                 
good to be able to read and discuss. Today James and I spend nearly all of the call talking                   
about some of the initial insights we’ve been having based on the works we’ve read. We noted                 
that there appear to be two camps - one that believe that shared values and consensus are                 
important for collaboration and one that believe that the are not necessary (a la Star and                
Griesemer’s “boundary objects”). James and I got into an in-depth discussion about what other              
models might be out there that account for antagonistic or adversarial relations (albeit, relations              
that are still in existence). I wondered whether research “refusal” or “resistance” might be              
relevant to describe this. But that balloons out beyond “collaboration” per say. (But I think it is                 
important to think about the strategic negotiation within “collaborations” which could also always             
be on the brink of “non-collaborations”). We agreed to keep tabs on the different terms and                
ways of thinking about collaboration as well as the binaries used (e.g. I noted “local” and                
“global” and global North/global South). Paying attention to the rhetoric and language used             
seems important; I noted that there was a researcher who within the main body of her text was                  
calling a few of her interlocutors her “research partners” (and these anonymous people were              
differentiated from just an interviewee). Nonetheless it was a single authored work and these              
people were not noted with their real names. So are these just language games/shifts in the                
rhetoric (to counter/deal with critique?). James noted “social worlds” and “communities of            
practice” being used in analogous ways to what we are calling “epistemic cultures” and noting               
that the literature differs in thinking about whether consensus is a precursor or an outcome of                
collaboration. 
 
James: Today was the first round of conversation about the readings. Angela seems to have               
been reading more on critiques of collaborations and on research that has been produced in               
applied settings. I, on the other hand, started out by pursuing concepts that I was already                
interested in (trading zones, boundary objects, thought styles/communities, translation, etc.) that           
have been developed to theorize the internal mechanics/dynamics of collaboration. This           
probably both indicates the difference between our research projects as well as differences in              
our own general interests, commitments, and sensibilities. I think these differences will be             
productive. I love that Angela has encountered literature outside anthro/STS that stresses more             
normative ideas about consensus and what constitutes a “good collaborator” etc. These will be              
good to think with/against and help keep me in check, as I am very much interested in trying to                   
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think about how to obviate consensus without giving up inclusivity or collaboration. In that way,               
engaging these texts will enable an exercise in the type dissensus-based collaboration that I am               
interested in. What really energizes me is trying to open up how we think about “working with”                 
friends and adversaries alike in both productive and ethical ways. I am also interested in the                
implications of this type of thinking for political strategy. How do we engage those with whom we                 
disagree in an attempt to create the sorts of environments in which we want to work and live?                  
Given the current degree of political polarization, the failures of the “left,” and the increasing               
rate, scale, and complexity of disasters (fast and slow), it seems to me that the time is ripe for                   
this type of thinking.  

August 22, 2018 

Angela: This week, I received the unfortunate news of a dire health emergency for one of                
James’ family members. Therefore, James has become unable to continue our collaborative            
endeavor to its full completion. I am praying and hoping for the best for James and his family. At                   
this time, I’m not sure what the future timeline will look like though I do hope that James can                   
perhaps come back to the project later down the line to complete it for his own orals document                  
(which I believe was tentatively set for October but that might change now). We could still have                 
a collective synthesis, albeit asynchronously (mine will be completed and James can use it and               
add to it). But given that my own deadline to my commitee is Sept. 4, I must therefore continue                   
towards the completion of the orals document solo given his current unavailability. This turn of               
events from our initial plan, while unfortunately, is a characteristic of collaborative endeavors             
that even the analysts I read noted (most explicitly, Kaplan and Rose (1993)). The turn of events                 
offers me a pause for reflection on the dynamics and structure of our own collaborative               
endeavour. Which parts of the collaboration required both of us to be fully engaged and which                
did not? How does PECE and the orals document process allow for moments of intense               
collaboration and also individual work (as noted by the Matsutake Research Group, Choy et al.               
2009)? 

At some points within the process, it would have been nearly impossible for this              
collaboration to continue if one of us had become unavailable. For example, had this event               
happened earlier on, say during the period when James and I were brainstorming and finalizing               
our analytic structure, I think this would have become a “failed” collaborative attempt in that               
James and I would have disbanded to work on our own separate documents. However, at this                
current stage of the process, James and I were in fact largely working “solo” for the most part;                  
that is to say, we were applying our shared and established questions (which we developed in                
simultaneous conversation in real-time via digital communication platforms) to asynchronously          
read and annotate works (some shared works, but mostly different sets). Our intention after this               
week of completing each of our annotated sets of 20 readings was to come together again in                 
real-time (this time physically in Sydney at the 4S conference) to jointly review our annotated               
sets and develop shared insights across both sets (which would make up our “summaries” of               
the different sub-essays and also the extended narrative). I think that would have been very               
exciting and thought-provoking conversations with a more robust and insightful orals doc            
emerging as a result of James and my diverse perspectives and readings. I definitely feel a                
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sense of loss or nostalgia for what “could have been” in the near future (next week), perhaps felt                  
especially acutely because we were getting close to completion and it felt like over these past                
several weeks, James and I have been able to work well together to jointly hone in on what a                   
collaborative orals doc (and the process to create it) could look like. Despite my disappointment,               
I still think we put in place a strong foundation that I hope others in the future will build on (using                     
these notes as breadcrumbs to help, hopefully!). I do not consider this a “failed” collaboration               
because the resulting document even as it stands now without a shared analysis and narrative,               
is a result of both James and my intellectual and emotional labor. I think we “succeeded” in                 
jointly creating one document together, albeit not as thoroughly collaborative to the end as we               
had intended, for the aforementioned reason. 

Our real-life example of collaboration helps to complicate notions of “successful” and            
“failed” collaboration and highlights how collaboration as a process is ongoing and can have              
different valences and be more tightly coupled and loosely coupled over different time frames. I               
think this example highlights how external factors beyond individual inclinations as well as             
beyond institutional structures matter (moving beyond the agent-structure binary) and how these            
occurences can shape, disrupt and coalesce collaborations. I strongly believe that such insights,             
gained only by the process of enacting what we were studying, are extremely valuable and I                
hope that James and I will have future opportunities for further joint reflection on our               
collaborative endeavor (to add to the works of the analysts we read!). 
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